Kolorstone® Kolorpaks

Kolorstone® Kolorpaks are a concentrated liquid colorant designed to add decorative colors to Kolorstone® concrete coatings when applying the Ash Grove® Kolorstone® system.

Easy to use and measure squeeze container. Ash Grove® Kolorpaks are available in six standard and six designer colors that can be mixed and matched to achieve a virtually unlimited combination of tints and hues. Custom colors are also available. Ash Grove® Kolorpaks can be recommended to tint Kolorstone® Classic, Ash Grove® Pro Wall-Tite, Ash Grove® Masonry Sealer, Ash Grove® Cure-N-Seal, Portland finishes and acrylic sealers. Ash Grove® Kolorpaks have several advantages including standard and designer colors, fade resistant iron oxides, easy to use, easily measured, cost effective, and special colors available. Ash Grove® Kolorpaks are available in 16 ounce containers with an integral measuring cup on top of the Kolorpak. One Kolorpak will tint 16 Kolorstone® Kits at 1 ounce each, 8 kits at 2 ounces each, or 5 kits at 3 ounces. To view the standard, designer and color combinations, please visit kolorstone.com

"Ready Reference" Guides

The new Ready Reference Guides are available for your customers and sales force. They are great to have readily available for questions on water amounts, coverage, mixing, and applications.

Call us today for your copy.

Features, Benefits & Procedures

Before using thoroughly shake the container to make sure the colorant is entirely mixed in case of settling.

Remove the lid on the 1 ounce chamber and squeeze the bottle until the chamber is filled. Relieve the pressure on the container to allow any excess colorant to return to the bottle. Pour out the contents of the chamber into the mixture to be tinted. Repeat the process if more than 1 ounce of colorant is needed per mixture.

The colorant may be mixed in with the liquid portion of the mixture or with the powder and liquid already mixed. After mixing, allow the tinted material to slake several minutes and remix.

Using Kolorpaks does not change the curing process for whatever product was tinted. Follow curing recommendations for the product being colored.

Do not allow the colorant to freeze, keep out of sunlight and high temperatures, keep both lids on tight and can be stored upside-down.

Product of the Month for June:
Kolorstone® Primer

Special Points of Interest:

July Fourth
NCMA Midyear Meeting, Chicago, IL July 31st to August 3rd